1. Vacancy: Business Development Manager - Bridges

Roughan and O'Donovan Consulting Engineers are seeking to appoint a Business Development Manager to develop and drive European and worldwide business opportunities and expansion in the area of Bridges, and work closely with Roughan and O'Donovan Innovative Solutions, their subsidiary company specialising in complex and innovative structural and bridge engineering solutions and research and development for the international bridge market. This role will be funded by the European Commission as part of the Long Life Bridges project. [More information..]

2. Permanent Committee Meeting of IABSE

The Agenda for the 77th Meeting of the Permanent Committee of IABSE, September 19, 2011, has been uploaded in the [Members Area].

If you are a Delegate or Alternate Delegate, please make sure your name is included on the official list, check the list: [here..]

Updates or changes to this list are accepted until August 30, 2011, and must be sent to Chep.Uytiepo@iabse.org.

If you have not registered for the Annual Meetings yet, please do so with the registration form [here..]

3. IABSE Photo Contest: The Winners

The Winners of the IABSE Photo Contest of Structures are:

1st Prize: Javier Vicente, Spain (CHF 1000)
2nd Prize: Alberto Lago, Italy (CHF 500)
3rd Prize: Si-Chul Kim, Korea (CHF 300)

The international Jury pre-selected 31 photos from 746 submitted to the Contest. The Jury was composed of: Roberto Angulo, Spain; Brian Duguid, UK; Emil Honegger, Switzerland; Jun Kanda, Japan; Anna Lisa Meyboom, Canada; Tom F. Peters, Switzerland; Mike Schlaich, Germany. The final selection was made by public voting online.

See the Jury’s pre-selection [here..]
4. SEI Call for Papers: Structures for Climatic Changes

**Submission deadline: September 10, 2011**

**Abstract:** 200 words with 1 figure (not compulsory)
Submit [here..](#)

Abstracts can be on any topic related to structures built to cope with effects of climatic changes; risks to built structures due to climatic changes and possible adaptation measures.

5. IABSE Photo Calendar 2012: Order Now!

The IABSE Photo Calendar 2012 has been printed and can be ordered online [here..](#)

6. News from Members

- Jörg Lange, Professor for steel structures at the Technische Universität Darmstadt, Germany, was awarded the “ars legendi award” for his outstanding contribution to engineering education. This award is donated every two years. The jury lauded his dedication to teaching especially e-learning and student projects. He introduced new teaching forms that activate students and lead to a better learning outcome. Also his research work in this area was complimented. [Read more..](#) (in German).

7. News from The National Groups

**France** - On September 7, 2011, the Delegation of the Rhone des Alpes of the AFGC (Association Française de Génie Civile) is organising a day excursion to the Viaduct of St Gervais. This 240m long bridge, original in both structure and geometry, crosses the Bonnant valley lying 80m below and has two traffic lanes and sidewalks for pedestrians and bicycles. The viaduct is part of the bypass around the centre of Saint-Gervais. [More Information..](#)

**Spain** - The Spanish Group of IABSE is collaborating with the Eduardo Torroja Institute and the Technical University of Madrid, and several institutions, in organising an international conference on research in construction entitled ‘Structural Milestones of Architecture and Engineering’. As part of the specific subject of this event, an exhibition titled Light Structures on work from the engineering office Schlaich Bergermann und Partner will be integrated. The Conference will take place on November 17-18, 2011, at the Eduardo Torroja Institute, Madrid. Preliminary Invitation and Call for Papers can be downloaded [here..](#)

8. Calendar of Events

**2011**

**Officially Supported by IABSE**
IABSE Symposium 2011, jointly organised with IASS

2012

IABSE Conference

Co-sponsored by IABSE
November 15, Shanghai, China, ‘IC-SDCI’ International Conference on Sustainable Development of Critical Infrastructure

IABSE Congress
More.

2013

July 24-26, 2013, Guimares, Portugal, ‘ICSA 2013’ with the theme ‘Structures and More’ organised by the School of Architecture, University of Minho. More.

IABSE Symposium

More events on the Calendar of the Liaison Committee.
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